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1. Short Overview of the Program
The Appy Hour program at Henrico County Public Library (HCPL) invites members of the
community to bring their smartphones and tablets to learn about helpful free mobile
applications, better known as apps. Accessing the Library’s eBooks and digital magazines
using a tablet or mobile phone requires the use of mobile apps. While helping patrons with
library-specific apps, library staff found that many patrons wanted to know more about apps and
how they work in general. The first Appy Hour took place on January 13, 2014 and was
successful with 10 people in attendance. The program has now been adopted by other libraries
in the system further helping citizens in the County with their digital needs.

2. Problem/Challenge/Situation
Digital devices are now very common. People who are not familiar with them are often gifted
them and do not know how or are not comfortable using them. Library staff was receiving a
high number of requests for recommended apps, how to get them and how to use them. While
helping patrons at the information desk, in particular with accessing our digital collection,
patrons would ask for help with other apps and for help with their devices. As this could cause a
bit of a line at the desk and because there was an obvious need for this information, Library staff
took an interest in offering a scheduled class for this very topic and Appy Hour was created.

3. How the Program Was Carried Out
When the Library gained a digital collection accessible through mobile apps, staff found that
they were getting questions about different kinds of mobile apps. To help mitigate the new
questions and need for information, Appy Hour was developed. Appy Hour is a one-hour
program currently offered 2-3 times a year usually on Saturday afternoons or weekday
evenings. The apps to be presented at the program are chosen by a library staff person using
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trusted review sites. Only free apps are chosen to share at the programs. The staff person
then downloads several apps to the library’s iPad to evaluate and determine if they would be of
interest to patrons. Library staff uses the library iPad with the selected apps downloaded to it to
provide a visual display during the program and talk about what each app does and how it can
be useful. Participants can then download and start using the apps and receive help from
library staff right away.

The one-hour time period has proven to be sufficient in introducing the apps and then allowing
participants to guide which apps are further explored or downloaded to their devices. The
number of apps presented changes based on patron input from the previous session. Over 60
apps have been presented at the five Appy Hour sessions held thus far.

At each program, participants receive information sheets prepared by library staff. The sheets
include the apps being presented, how to turn off in-app purchases and how to save battery life.
Attendees tend to be older adults who own a smartphone or tablet. Many times attendees
received the device as a gift and/or wanted to keep up with their children or grandchildren.

In early 2014 two other similar app programs, one for teens and one for parents, were offered at
other HCPL locations. Tuckahoe Library held their Teen Tech Week App Encounters on March
13, 2014. Five teens attended and shared apps they enjoyed with others who attended.
Gayton Library held an App Chat on April 19, 2014 inviting parents and caregivers to share
children’s apps they liked, focusing on apps for preschool age children. These two one-time
programs were moderately successful, but providing the program for an adult audience was
more successful since adults are often the patrons who ask for technology help.
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4. Financing and Staffing
An iPad was donated by the Friends of the Henrico County Public Library in 2011. The iPad
was priced at $399 at that time. There is no cost for apps since only free apps are chosen to
share at the programs.

5. Program Results
Five Appy Hour programs have been held and more are planned. The next Appy Hour is
planned for April 9, 2016. On average there are about five attendees at each Appy Hour and on
average these attendees are age 50 or older. Other libraries in the system have begun their
own Appy Hours due both to the success of the programs at North Park Library and patron
interest. The programs require little staff time, help members of the community with a service
they cannot find anywhere else, while also giving library staff an opportunity to share information
about eBooks and other online library offerings.

6. Brief Summary
The Appy Hour program at Henrico County Public Library (HCPL) invites members of the
community to bring their smartphones and tablets to learn about helpful free mobile
applications, better known as apps. Accessing the Library’s eBooks and digital magazines
using a tablet or mobile phone requires the use of mobile apps. While helping patrons with
library-specific apps, library staff found that many patrons wanted to know more about apps and
how they work in general. The first Appy Hour took place on January 13, 2014 and was
successful with 10 people in attendance. The program has now been adopted by other libraries
in the system further helping citizens in the County with their digital needs.
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Smartphones and other mobile devices are becoming an increasingly, necessary technology for
day-to-day communication. The Appy Hour programs provide a service to community members
that is not available elsewhere within Henrico County. Community members often do not know
where to turn for help with technology questions. Appy Hour offers a casual, unintimidating
opportunity for patrons to get in-depth and hands-on help with their mobile devices.

Six Appy Hour programs have been held and more are planned.. On average there are about
five attendees at each Appy Hour and on average these attendees are age 50 or older. Other
libraries in the system have begun their own Appy Hours due both to the success of the
programs at North Park Library and patron interest. The programs require little staff time, help
members of the community with a service they cannot find anywhere else, while also giving
library staff an opportunity to share information about eBooks and other online library offerings.
This is a very easy program to replicate at other libraries and does not require very much staff
time.
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